Drag has stepped into the daylight, with elaborately costumed and made-up performers looking to restrict them face legal challenges.

Republican lawmakers in several red states say such performances are sexually explicit, and are pushing bills that would limit where they can take place — and who can be in the audience.

As drag shows go 'mainstream,' some red states have introduced bills that would ban drag performances, or require them to limit the age of the audience.

Despite the attention, most of these bills fail to pass, and those that do often have legal challenges.

**WE WHAT READING**

**DIMENSIONED LAX:** The Stateline team received an introspection bill that includes agencies that are responsible for state spending, including education, health care, and public safety. The bill would require these agencies to report on how their spending is affecting state residents.

**PLIERS-EXPLOITED:** The bill expands existing laws to include drag performances, and would limit where they can be performed.

**CLIMATE SUPERFUND:** A new bill would create a fund to pay for damage related to climate change. The bill has been introduced in response to the growing visibility of drag performances, and would allow for the expansion of existing drag performance venues.

**STATE BUDGET:** A new bill would increase the state budget by $2 billion, and would require that some of the world's biggest fossil fuel companies — and those that have contributed most to the warming of the planet — pay for damage related to climate change. The bill has been introduced in response to the growing visibility of drag performances, and would allow for the expansion of existing drag performance venues.

**FLAVORED VAPES:** The bill would ban flavored vape products, which are popular with children and teenagers.

**TARIF LG:** A new bill would apply new tariffs on drag performances, which have become increasingly popular in recent years.

**FIND BUDGETS:** The bill would increase the state budget by $2 billion, and would require that some of the world's biggest fossil fuel companies — and those that have contributed most to the warming of the planet — pay for damage related to climate change. The bill has been introduced in response to the growing visibility of drag performances, and would allow for the expansion of existing drag performance venues.

**MORE STATE NEWS**

**Rural papers as old as Nevada itself, a fight for survival in digital age**

**Rhode Island Senate approves expanded family leave bill**

**Maryland lawmakers ready relief bills for workers affected by Key Bridge collapse**

**New Hampshire House passes 2 bills to expand housing**

**Kansas governor signs bill exempting servicemembers, spouses from state occupational licensing fees**

**South Carolina counties object to bill simplifying taxes for boat owners**

**Arkansas agencies pursue initiatives to improve state’s maternal health**

**New York lawmakers seem poised to repeal state ban on adultery**

**Can wind energy help fix Louisiana’s vanishing coast? A plan would change the constitution.**

**Florida had more books challenged than any other state, American Library Association says**

**Marylandmatters.org: A URL for all Maryland news and information**

**South Dakota governor signs bill allowing some convicted felons to vote**

**New Mexico governor signs bill to increase minimum wage for workers in the state**
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**Thanks so much for reading today’s edition of Stateline Daily. Enjoy your Monday!**